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Considering the
Information Retrieval,

Abstract

urgent need to promote Chinese
in this paper we will raise the

significance of keyword extraction using a new PAT-tree-
based approach, which is efficient in automatic keyword
extraction from a set of relevant Chinese documents. This
approach has been successfully applied in several IR
researches, such as document classification, book indexing
and relevance feedback. Many Chinese language processing
applications therefore step ahead from character level to
word/phrase level,

I. Introduction

Under the development of global networking through
the Intern* the growth in the number of electronic
documents in Chinese or other oriental languages is enormous,
and these have mostly being published in Japan, Kore&
Singapore, Hong Kong, Mainland Chin% Taiwan etc. These
documents are mostly non-~ructured and usually demand
eflicient IR techniques for retrieval. There is an increasing
need to retrieve large numbers of such documents quickly and
intelligently through world-wide information networks.
Unfortunately, it is generally believed that due to the inherent
differences in languages such as the lack of explicit separators,
i.e. blanks or delimiters, in written oriental sentences to
indicate word boundaries, the techniques developed for
retrieving English documents can not be directly applied to
retrieval of oriental language documents. Therefore, many
researchers in oriental countries are exploring new techniques
adaptable to their native languages [Wu’94, Ogawa’95,
Chien’95, Nie’96, Liang’96, Lee’96]. It is the same
motivation which urges researchers in Chinese regions to
develop more etlicicnt Chinese IR techniques. Considering
the urgent need to promote Chinese IR, in this paper we will
raise the significance of keyword extraction in Chinese IR and
present a new approach, which is efficient in extracting
keywords fkom a set of relevant Chinese documents
automatically.

Automatic keyword extraction has been a critici-i-
problem in Chinese language processing, Unlike English,
Chinese language does not have explicit word boundaries in

written sentences. Automatic word extraction from Chinese
texts is quite difficult especially for unknown words, such as
names, locations, translated terms, technical terms,
abbreviations etc [Chen’92]. So far, there is not many
successful works on Chinese keyword extraction. However,
without efficient keyword extraction, many information
retrieval applications, for instance, fill-text searching
~aloutsos’85], document classification[Croft’ 87],
information filtering ~elkins’92] and text summary
~ewis’96], cmnot obtain satisfactory achievements.
Therefore, a new efiicient keyword extraction approach which
is specially useful in Chinese information retrieval
applications is presented in this paper.

Traditionally, there are two types of methods to
overcome problems of keyword extraction in Chinese IR.
With the first kind of method, it ignores the concept of words
and uses character-level information to replace word-level
information in the construction of IR ‘systems. For instance,
the previous version of Csmart system [Chien’95b] is a
typical example with this method. While in the second, it
applies lexicon analysis to overcome this problem, For
instance, there are several word-based IR systems which rely
on a rigid lexicon and sophisticated word segmentation and
syntactic analysis in extracting word-level information from
documents [WU’94, Nie’96]. Unfortunately, existing Chinese
Iexicons are often constructed for general applications and
most proper nouns such as human names, which are often
domain-specific keywords, are excluded from these general-
domain lexicons. For instance, the team of Chinese
Knowledge Information Processing (CKIP) at Academia
Sinic& Taiwan, is continuing building a Chinese word lexicon
with rigid syntactic information. The lexicon now contains
over 100-thoumd word entries and is a mil~one
construction for Chinese language processing, but in which
only few proper nouns and domain-specific terms have been
included,

In our proposed approach, we will not rely on the use
of rigid lexicon and sophisticated word segmentation skills to
determine either words or keywords in the text. On the
contrary, an automatic statistics-bawd approach which is
efficient in extracting significant lexical patterns (SLP) from a
set of relevant documents is developed. Because most of the
keywords in Chinese are not really a “word” with the
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definition in linguistics without limitation of length in
extracted keywords, all of the character strings in text can be
theoretically candidates of keywords, which however need
further analysis. In this approach, concept of significant
lexical pattern is first presented, and is defined as a string
consists of an arbitrary number of successive characters which
are specific and significant in a certain set of relevant
documents. According to this definition for instance, for a set
of documents related to Information Retrieval, a word like

“~ *“ (Boole=), a ph= like “* $M 4?” (lnfo~~ion
Retrieval), a longer phrase like”4 X* # &f%” (FulLText
Retrieval Techniques) can be all SLP, if they are “specific”
and “significant” (this will be further discussed in Section III).

The proposed approach is basically a three-step automatic
process. Firs~ in order to fast extract all of the lexical patterns
without limitation of pattern length from relevant documents, an
efficient working structure extended from PAT tree is created
[Gonnet’92]. Using this data structure, all possible character
strings with their frequency counts in a certain set of relevant
documents can be retrieved and updated in a very efficient way,
but not every character string with arbitrary length needs to be
stored. Second, to filter out the character strings in the PAT tree
which are incomplete in semantics and lack of representatives, a
mutual-information-based filtering algorithm is then applied to
perform detailed analysis. By means of estimating the
associations of composed substrings for possible lexical patterns,
this algorithm produces et%tive petiormance in filtering less
significant patterns. Third, in determination of final SLP, a
refined method based on a common-word lexicon, a general-
domain corpus and a keyword determination strategy are also
presented. Lexical patterns which are not really specific will be
further removed in this step.

Based on the proposed approach, exciting results have
been achieved in different applications, such as book indexing,
document classification and relevant feedback in information
retrieval. The obtained results show thaL if a certain set of
relevant documents can be given, the keywords without
limitation of string length can be effectively extracted using this
approach, especially for Chinese proper nouns and patterns
longer than two characters. Besides, the proposed approach is
very easy to implement and the reliance of rigid lexicon and
sophisticated word segmentation skills can be effectively reduced.
With this approach for keyword extraction, many Chinese
language processing applications therefore step ahead from
character level to word/phrase level, especially on information
retrieval applications,

In the rest of this paper, an overview of the proposed
keyword extraction approach will be first introduced in Section Il.
In Sections 111and IV, the concept of PAT tree and the mutual-
information-based extraction of SLP will be described
respectively. 1ssaddition, experiments and applications on book
indexing, document classification and relevance feedbaek will be
discussed in Section V. Finally, concluding remarks will be given
in Section VI.

II. Overview of the Proposed Approach

As mentioned in the previous section, the proposed
approach is a three-step automatic process. For the convenience
of Mher discussion, Fig. 1 shows an abstract diagram of the
proposed approach, in which it can be found that the three steps
are lexical patterns construction, initial SLP extraction and
refined SLP extraction.

At fi~ the text collection for keyword extraction is
assumed to be a certain set of relevant documents. This is because
SLP supposedly will occur at least several times in the text
collection. ‘fhi$ is, however, the restriction and basic requirement
of the proposed approach.

To avoid the loss of unknown proper nouns, at the step of
lexical pattern construction, all of the lexical patterns with an
arbitrary length at sentence level in the text collection will be
recorded. In this way, for a text collection with a phrase “MHX

4b$L” (keyword extraction) for instance, the composed character
substrings like “M” s “MM” * “li@&l” * “M~~#r” ‘ “MM

**w” “*”’ “**” N“@l&” ● ‘6****” Y“*”-. etc.
are all possible candidates of SLP and need to be efficiently
recorded (although only two phrases “M Mm” md “M K* +&
x“ are supposed to have complete word boundaries and semantic
meanings). For recording the occurrences of each identical lexical
patterns without the limitation of length and extracting statistical
information such as co-ocurrence frequencies of lexical patterns
in the texL the PAT tree data structure is adopted and extended.
The PAT tree used is economic in reducing space overhead and
efficient in storing and retrieving character string.

In addition, to be able to extract SLP with correct and
complete word boundary or segmentation such ss “M** ~

Relevant Candidates Final

_,F]zl==J]=~~=
documents Lexical Patterns

rather
at the

Fig. I An abstract diagram to show the process
of the proposed keyword extraction approach
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step of initial SLP extraction, an effective SLP estimation method
and filtering algorithm are deveIoped. By means of estimating the
mutual information among composed substrings for each possible
lexical patterns, most of the lexical patterns which are incomplete
in semantics and lack of rcprcsxmtatives in the PAT tree can be
filtered out (for example, patterns such as” $0” ● “M4&” * “iM$t

**”’ “*” * “M*”’ “$@Mb”’ “****”’ “*’’... etc
extracted from the phrase “ ~ ~~ & ~“ can h filtered out).
Furthermore, at the step of refined SLP extraction, the remaining
lexical patterns will be tlxther examined using a common-word
lexicon, a general-domain corpus and a keyword determination
strategy. Only lexical patterns which are really specific and
significant will be extracted as the final SLP.

111.The PAT Tree

PAT tree is an etlicient data structure successfully used in
the area of information retrieval. It was developed by Gonnet
[Gonnet’92] from Morrison’s PATRICIA algorithm (Practical
Algorithm to Retrieve Information Coded in Alphanumeric)
@kforrison’68]for indexing a continuous data stream and locating
every possible position of a prefix in the stream. The PAT tree is
conceptually equivalent to compressed digital search tree but
smaller. The superior features of the PAT tree data structure is
most resulted from the use of so-catlcd semi-infinite strings
~anber’91] in storing the substream values in the nodes of the
PAT tree. Using this data structure to index the full-text of
documents, atl possible character strings, including their
ffequency counts in the documents, can be retrieved and updated
in a very efficient way, yet not every character string with
arbitrary length is needed to be stored.

When applying PAT tree to Chinese keyword extraction,
instead of recording the semi-infinite strings at document level,
we record them at sentence level. In this way, we use punctuation
marks such as “.” and “,” as delimiters to determine a sentence
boundary. For example, the semi-infinite strings generated for the
string “m ~ ~ ~~J@ J &41j * ~1EI~“ at the sentence level
arc:

**El sb#.J%moo...
*la $!J**OOOOO...
El%*JKOOOOOOO...
94M*OOOOOOOO0...
#J*ooooooooooo. ..
g%ooooooooooooo...
iw*511a*ooo...
4f2&s]@*ooooo...
*51BJ*OOOOOO0...
514*000000000 .. .
IzJ*00000000000...
*0000000000000. ..

The adopted PAT tree is basicdy a data construction for
the composed semi-infinite character strings of a given data
stream at the sentence level. These semi-infinite strings logically
have the same length (the length is dependent on the largest size
of sentences in the corpus and the shorl strings are inserted “O”
bits in the end). For each data stream recorded in the PAT tree,
the existence of its composed substrings can be easily detected if
the searching string is exactly a prefix of a semi-infinite string.
For example, to check if “~~” and “~ ~ ma “ are substrings
of data stream “@~ ~ fJ&$L” with the PAT tree, the answer is

yes because “~&” can be found as a prefix of the semi-infinite
string “%& I@OOOOOOOOO”and “~ 6 ~ti “ that of the se.mi-
infinite string “*a fi$b%UMOOO”.

During implementation, each identical semi-infinite string
is represented as a node in the PAT tree and has a pointer to the
position in document to save space. For example, for the data
stream “&tA~ I& A~” shown in Fig. 2, nodes O, 2, 4, 6, 9 in
the PAT tree exactly represent the occurrence and the data
positions of the identical semi-infinite strings “~A@~”, “A*

X“, “t~”, “W” and “AX” in the data stream respectively. In
the mean time, each node consists of three parameters:
comparison bi~ # of extemaI nodes and frequency count for tie
puqme of searching and information update. The # of external
nodes indicates the number of extemrd nodes in the subtrces and
the frequency count indicates the frequency of the corresponding
character string occurred in the data stream. Moreover, the
comparison bit indicates the first different bit of the character
strings recorded in the subtrees. The comparison bit is primarily
used in each node as an indication of which bit of the searching
string is to be used for branching. A zero bit will cause a branch
to the Ietl subtrce, and a one bit will cause a branch to the right
subtree. By storing the frequency of recorded chracter string and
the number of external nodes (those nodes who have comparison
bits greater than their parents’) of each node, we are able to know
the frequencies of every strings stored in the PAT tree, and this
makes it possible to extract all of the keywords automatically. For
instance, to search for “ ~ ~” in the example PAT tree (its
Chinese codes is 101110010111000100000000 ... and the bits
are numbered from 1, 2, 3, as that shown in Fig. 2), it first checks
node Oby comparison bit Oand goes to node 4 by default zero blt
Then, it checks comparison bit 4 and goes to node 6 by obtaining
one bit. Finally, it checks comparison bit 8 and goes to node 4
again. It matches the searching string with the corresponding
character string of node 4 and stops the search.

Basically, although PAT tree is a very etlicient data
structure to record atl of the substrings of documen% it really
demands large space overhead and takes time to build. In Section
V, some empirical results on the construction of PAT tree will be
reported.

IV. Extraction of Significant Lexical Patterns

Estimation of Signitieant Lexical Patterns
As described in Section II, further analysis is necessary to

filter out the lexical patterns in the PAT tree, for example phrases,
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“ M M isl #” and “M $sI& K”, which are incomplete in
semantics and lack of representatives. According to the findings
in our experiments, most of the significant lexical patterns have
strong association between its composed and overlapped
substrings. Significant patterns extraction is, therefore, done by
observing mutual information of two overlapped patterns with
the following significance estimation function SE:

SEC= M..d =
R(c)

Pr(a) + Pr(b) - l%(c)

f.
‘fo+fb-fc

(1)
where c is the lexical pattern to be estimated, c = cl, c2, .... ~, a
and b are the two longest composed substrings of c with the

length n-1 , i.e., a = Cl, .. .. Cn.l, b = C2, .... Cn, <,~andfc

are the frequencies of a , b and c in the PAT tree, respectively,
and F is the total frequency. Conventionally, mutuat-information-
based estimation is used in natural language processing for
estimating the possibility of a pair of words to be formed as a
new phrase. Since the main purpose in our estimation is to judge
if pattern c is more complete in semantics than its composed
substrings (especially on longest composed substrings), different

SemLinfini!e soingx
b,, ,.,.

flAU IOmIm,IIOImIt[maw 1

l.- !m,nn,m .,mlc$d w! ,,m, 1

u ,0, )om O,,,*, mxam I

Am ,Omlm O,*I E4 — J
m ,0,,, KO— amam

horn conventional estimation the examining string pair a and 6
are defined to be the two longest composed and overlapped
substrings of c. Although this kind of estimation looks simple
and straightforward, it is really useful in filtering incomplete
character strings and eftlcient in reduction of computational
complexity. Basicatly, if SEC is large, it can be found that most of
the time patterns a and b have to occur together in the text
collation. It seems to indicate tha~ pattern c is more complete in
semantics than either a or b. This can be further clarified with the
following illustration:

This example shows that “ ~ #$sl #JI“~d “M$I 4&JJ@”
(incomplete lexical patterns) always come together (kf~ab=[ ),
consequently, “ M M $sI#1 “and “ M % #1 X” seem to be

incomplete in semmtics th~ “ M M *#1 Z”. Thus, both
incomplete phrases can be filtered out. However, in some cases it
will not work simply based on the above mutual-information-
based estimation. For instance, some significant patterns such as
“~~~” (keyword) might not have a large SE value. That is

because the composed substring pattern “ M M” (key) is a
frequently-used word. In this case, a refined filtering algorithm
based on the above SE measurement and the PAT-tree structure is
further presented.

(Cvnwbn M. ii Caalul IIDd rcqawy,o~wh . . . . . . . .

&
(0,6,I o

(4,6

‘539{ $’3’2)

d(24,2,1 J=—.——/
92

Fig 2. Example of the Chinese PAT tree

ThePAT-TmBa@ FilteringAlgorithm
The procedure of the filtering algorithm is given below

and a corresponding abstract diagram shown in Fig. 3:

For each lexical pattern u in the PAT tree (like node A in
Fig. 3, where node A indicates the set of character strings with
the prefix “~~$q+b”), where a has not been marked as a non-
SLP and fa >= THf (THf is a pre-detined constant of frequency

value to avoid too much computation), there are three cases to
check if a is a candidate of SLP by considering one of its
successor c (like node C which indicates the set of character
strings with the prefix “~~~~ #J”) and searching for the other
overlapped subpattem b (like node B which indicates the set of
character strings with the prefix “4Wl#rJR”):

(I) if a is a terminal node , then a is
determined as a candidate of SLP (for
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exmpk a= “M****”)

(II) if SEC>= TI& (lT-IWis a pre-
define threshold), then a and b are
determined non-candidates of SLP and
will have a non-SLP mark on the PAT-
tree. In addition, if fc % THfi the
above process will be processed
recursively from c to check if c is a
candidate of SLP. (for example, a =
“~#jq#”, b =“$@J#lfK”, c= “~

#***”)

(III) if SEC< THW, but fa >> fb then a
is determined as a candidate of SLP,
while b and c are uncertain. In addition,
if fc >= THf, the above process wilI
be processed recursively from c to
check if c is a candidate of SLP. (for
example, a = “ilJl$@J”, b =“$t!$z7&”,
c=‘414g$l@q##J”)

Basically, the above is a recursive process which will be
started tlom the longest patterns with frequency huger than the
threshold and then backtracked to their ancestors. Since the
definition of SE fimction has carefully considered the
characteristics of the PAT tree, the above process is very easy to
be implemented using the PAT tree structure. For instance, it is
not dlfflcult to traverse each node in the PAT tree. So as to, every
node (every identical lexical pattern) can be estimated. At the
same time, all of the necessary frequency parameters such as fa,
fb and fc are easy to be extracted on the PAT tree, as described in
the last section.

/t \
Fig. 3 An abstract diagmrrr to show the filtering process

of SLP extraction on the PAT tree.

~kerin~ of Incomqr&e L@eal .Pat@rns
In facg the lexical patterns extracted with the above

algorithm depend mainly on the context rather than the
frequencies of the patterns. Therefore, a lexical pattern is
extractedas long as it appearain the content and its SE value is
large enough. At the same time, the above filtering algorithm is
effectively to remove most of incomplete lexical patterns and
extract the candidates of SLP. For example, the incomplete

lexi~l patterns. such * “M4@l&” and “~~w~” an be
removed, but “~@)” and “~ ~$sj~~” can be extracted. In
our findings of the experiments, the above filtering algorithm is
especially usefhl in extracting SLP like names, locations and
technical terms. This is because most of Chinese names are

frequently three-character phrases such as “# ~~” (Den-Huei
Li) and technieal terms are four-character phrases such as “*%

& ~“ (Information Retrieval), the obtained SE values are not
small (for instance, both MI$L*~”,~~w~*and MIWIW -ti~~~ are,
supposedly equal to 1).

,.
The Refined Procedure

However, there do exist weaknesses with the above
filtering algorithm. Firstly, even a candidate of SLP has a large
SE value, it cannot show its significance in the text collection.
Secondly, many candidates of SLP are commonly found in our
daily use. Hence, all of the candidates of SLP extracted initially
should be ti,utber filtered using the following refined procedure.

With the refined procedure, all of the candidates of SLP
will be checked using a common-word lexicon and a Chinese
PAT tree constructed by using a general-domain corpus. [f a
candidate of SLP appears either in the common-word lexicon or
in the candidate list of SLP of the general-domain PAT tree, it is
treated as a non-specific candidate and will be removed from the
list of final SLP. The remaining candidates of SLP will be further
checked by observing their frequencies and distributions in the
text collection. Only significant patterns will be extracted as final
SLP.

V. Experiments and Applications

Book [ndexigg
Basically, it is not easy to evaluate the performance of any

keyword extraction approaches. In order to rake the
performance of the proposed approach, an application of book
indexing was performed. The experiments on this application
were done to extract keywords from a book in the area of
information retrieval, which contains 1 MB text file and consists
of a total about 200,000 Chinese characters. The book had been
indexed manually first and a total of 190 keywords extracted. To
comparewith the performance of manual and automatic keyword
extraction, some of the test results obtained in this application are
shown in Table 4. Since some keywords extracted are similar to
manual keywords (with the same meaning but having one or two
characters mismatched), both of the exact match and near match
methods are used in the performance estmation. h has to point
out that there have no satisfactory results in extracting Chinese
book indexing so far. So, from this table, it can be found that the
obtained recall and precision values look promise of effectiveness.
In addition, according to our analysis, though 70V0of extracted
keywords didn’t exactly appear in the set of manual keywords,
many of them are actually domain-specific terms. These
keywords are still important to be extracted in many IR
applications. Besides, the extraeted keywords almost possess
correct word boundary. This indicates that the proposed approach
works well in elimination of a significant number of incomplete
lexical patterns. In addition, it is worthy of noticx that most of the
keywords missed are due to their low tiequency values in this
book. This reveals an important direetion for firther
improvement.

Document Classifie8tion
Since the above experiments show that most of the

extracted keywords are domain-specific terms (even though they
are not author-defined keywords), it is believed that the proposed
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approach would be also useful in document classification. is difficult to dcfme a proper keyword set. With the PAT tree
Automatic document classification is generally done through data structure and the proposed keyword extraction approach
processingtextual data with discriminating analysison keywords which may generatekeywords dynamically from a set of relevant
of documents. There are two phasesto classify documents:first, documen@we are able to define a more proper keyword setthan
defining the keyword set, and second, analyzing the documents. that defined by a static lexicon.
Becausewords in lexicon are too common to be “key” words, it

CharacterSize of Keywords 2 3 4 5 6 % Avg.
Number of Manual Keywords 5 10 44 27 46 58

(Correct Keywords)

Number of ExtractedKeywords 4 26 106 50 62 28
Numberof Correct Keywords 2 4 22 14 21 19

Extracted(Exact Match)

Obtained Precision(Exact Match) 0.5 0.15 0.21 0.28 0.33 0.68 0.30
ObtainedRecall(ExactMatch) 0,4 0.4 0.5 0.5 I 0.45 0.33 0.43
Number of Correet Keywords 2 4 30 19 29 22

Extracted(NearMatch)
ObtainedPrecision(NearMatch) 0.5 0.15 0.28 0.38 0.48 0.79 0.38

ObtainedRecall(War Match) 0,4 0.4 0.68 0.70 0.63 0.38 0.56

Table 4. Some of the testresultsobtainedin Chinesebook indexing application

The results of a preliminary experiment on Chinese effectivenessof the proposedkeyword extraction approachrather
document classification based on the proposed approach are than to develop a really efficient method in Chinese document
shownfrom Table 5 through Table 7. The experiment usesdaily classification at that stage. The discriminating analysis is,
news articles from Central News Agency in Taiwan which are therefore,completedwith simple setoperationasshownin (2).
postedon the Internet and groupedmanually into eight sections,
namely sectionI: congress/politics,section2: judiciaryhanspo~ c~d(tl n Aj)
section 3: economics/tinance, section 4: education, section 5: SIf,j =
recreation,section6: local govemmen~ section7: weather repo~ c~d(tij)
section8: misc. [n the initial step, we first trained eight sets of (2)
keywordscorrespondingto the eight groups. The training corpus Where Si is the keyword set of training articles in sectioni, Aj is
were obtained fkom news articles published on August 1-16, the keyword set of test articles in section j. S1 defines the
1996. The keywords for each section were extracted with the similarity between test articles and training articles in different
approach proposed in this paper. Then we also extracted sections.
keywords from test corpus, which were news articles of the
whole eight sectionspublishedon August 17, 19 tmd 20, It hasto
note that this experiment was performed to realize the

Similarity Section I Section Section Section section Section Section Section8
2 3 4 5 6 7

A, 0.4242 0.3030 0.2727 0.2424 0.1515 0.2121 0 0.3333

A, 0.18% 0.4482 0.2413 0.2068 0.1206 0. 18% 0.0172 0.2586

A3 0.3076 0.4615 O.WM 0.3076 0.3846 0.2307 0.0769 0.1538

4 0.0857 0.1285 0.0857 0.2428 0.1142 0.06s7 0.0142 0.1285

A5 0.1818 0.2727 0.2727 0.1818 0.6363 0.2727 0 0.2727

4 0.3076 0.3846 0.1538 0.3076 0.2307 0.4615 0.0769 0.1538

Al 0.0217 0.0434 0 0 0 0 0.5869 0.0217

As 0.1666 0.0833 0.0833 0 0 0 0.0833 0.4166
\

Table 5. Similarities for newson Aug. 17

I Similarity &ction 1Isection 21Section 3]Section 4]Seetion S&etion 6&cdon 71 Section 8

A I 0.6219 I 0.2195 I 0.2195 I 0.256010.1219 j 0.2195 [ 0.0121 ] 0.3780,
A2 0.1428 0,5714 0.2142 0.2142 0.2857 0.2857 0 0.2142

A3 0.2666 0.2 0.4666 0.1333 0.2 0.2 0 0.0666

A, 0.1363 0.1818 0.1363 0.2727 0.1818 0.1363 0 0.0454

A< 0.0638 0.0851 0.0638 0S)425 0.1702 0.1063 0.0212 0.0851
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4 0.1754 0.2280 0.1052 0.1052 0.0526 0.4s61 o 0.1403

A, o 0.0303 0 0 0 0 0.5757 0.0303

A8 0.2291 0.1562 0.1354 0.1145 0.0937 0.1458 0.0208 0.4166

Table 6. Similarities for news on Aug. 19

Similarity Section 1 Section Section 3 Section 4 Section 5 Section 6 Section 7 Section 8
2

A, 0.5730 0.2808 0.2584 0.2134 0.1573 0. I797 0 0.3820

A, 0.2068 0.4827 0.3103 0.1724 0.1724 0.2413 0.0344 0.1724

A, 0.2317 0.1219 0.4512 0.!219 0.0853 0.0853 0.0243 0.1707

A, 0.0540 0.0945 0.0810 0.1351 0.1081 0.0810 0 0.0540

A, 0.1315 0.1578 0.1578 0.1052 03421 0.0526 0 0.1578

“% 0.1562 0.25 0.1406 0.125 0.0781 0.3281 0.0156 0.125

A, 0.0208 0.0416 0 0 0 0 0.4791 0.0208

A, 0.2631 0.1789 0.2105 0.1894 0.1684 0.1263 0.0315 0.4421

Table 7. Similarities for news on Aug. 20

The above three tables show that it is promising to achieve eliminating common words which belong to all or most of the
automatic document classification with the proposed keyword groups or applying other discriminating analysis functions such
extraction approach using a simple similarity function. It is also as perplexity t%nctiorts.Besides, in this application, it also shows
observed that the more precise the pre-divided groups, the better the processing speed and space requirement with the proposed
the results can be, The weather section (section 7) is an example approach. For instance, Table 8 shows some of the space and
with a very high precision. Actually, more sophisticated speed performance runned on SUN SPARC 20 in the training
algorithms can be developed from this point. For example, phase.

Section Text size (KB) PAT tree Time of Time of Number of
size (KB) building PAT extracting extracted keywords

tree keywords
I 1,682 11,657 2:34’43” 13’35” 3,165
2 1,736 12,300 2:47’4V y,ga 2,665
3 1,276 7,435 1:37’10” 5S36W 2,043
4 517 3,873 49’35” 2,3~ 632
5 358 2,487 37’10 1’43” 704
6 1,206 8,654 1:56’23” 6’44” 1,797
7 1,698 615 26,(33” 3gtl 792
8 1,479 4,383 51’3r 4’04” 1,721

Table 8. Some of the speed and space performance
obtained in the training phase for document classification application

this approach, the inherent difficulties of Chinese word
Relevance Feedback

Keyword extraction technique can be also applied to
implementing relevance f~back function on information
retrieval systems to cpature users’ minds. Putting the system
with the extracted keywords as expanded queries instead of the
whole documents may get retrieved results closer to users’ needs.
In order to pursue high perfoimume Chinese information access
on the Internet, an IR system called Csmart has bee developed at
Academia Sinica to apply natural language information retrieval
techniques to Chinese netsvorkcd information discovery and
retrieval [Chien’95b, Chten’97]. The design of the IR system is
completely based on a two-stage searching concept and character-
levei signature file approach, whihc is fast and intelligent in the
retrieval of large Chinese till-text document databases. Using

. .
segmentation and proper noun identification have been
effectively reduced, and efficient quasi-natural language queries
and relevance feedback functions implemented. For realizing the
performanceof using the proposed keyword extraction approach
in such an application of IR systems, the Csmartsystem has been
extended and tested. Fig. 4 shows this extension, where it
consists of a keyword extraction phase in the construction of
relevance feedback timction (it also needs to point out that since
there is no effective keyword extraction approach, as we know,
no existing Chinese IR systems provide such a relevance
feedback tirnction). On a test of 100 queries in searching for a
news database with about 100,000 pieces of news. We estmated
the obtained recall rmdprecision values by using the initial quasi-
natural language queries, Csmart’s original relevance feedback
fi.mction, and the improved relevance feedback tlmction. The test
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results show that better performance can be achieved with the (http:// csmart2.iis.sinica. edu.tw).
proposed approach in implementing relevance f-back function.
Right now, the improved timction has been opened with the
Csmart system to provide Chinese IR service on the Internet

Natural
Language
Query -1

Keyword
Csmart User Extraction

1

System Integration based on the E~~lon
g:~

I I

Expanded Query

Fig. 4 An abstract diagram to show the process of the improved relevance feedback fucntion with the Csmart system.

VI. Conclusion

The proposed Chinese PAT tree does reduce the ditliculty
of keyword extraction in Chinese, which is critical end
fundamental. Using this data structure all possible character
strings can be easily retrieved and updated, and the mutual-
information-based filtering algorithm can be performed.
Keywords, in special proper nouns which were excluded in the
general lexicon, are therefore possible to be extracted. Besides,
lexical patterns which are incomplete in semantics and lack of
representatives can be effectively filtered out. Moreover, the
proposed approach is very easy to implement and the reliance on
rigid lexicon and sophisticated word segmentation skills can be
reduced.

Though many researches are blocked by the problem of
Chinese keyword extraction, now these may have a new solution.
Better performance in document classification, book indexing
and rdevance feedback have been achieved in our research. We
believe that there arc many other applications including language
parsing, natural language processing, keywords indexing, and so
on, which are suited to adopt the proposed keyword extraction
approach. However, more in-depth discovery of the Chinese PAT
tree and the proposed approach need to be further investigated.
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